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Context

This internship will focus on text generation with deep generative models, in particular Variational Auto-Encoders (VAEs)
[1, 2]. The goal is to study how we can build a generative model for text generation where the semantic and syntactic
representations are disentangled [3]. That is, we aim to generate a sentence through the following process:
• sample z: a latent variable encoding a meaning,
• sample z 0 : a latent variable encoding a surface structure (i.e. how the meaning is expressed),
• sample x from p(x|z, z 0 ): a sentence conditioned on its meaning and syntactic structure.
This kind of models could be used for sentence simplification, paraphrasing or generating diverse text responses [4, 5].
Previous work in the literature has explored models where z’ is encoded as a discrete combinatorial structure [6, 7].
However, these methods require annotation of linguistic structures to be available during training and they may not be
suitable for large scale learning as they are computationally expensive.
Therefore, we aim to focus on techniques closer to the ones developed in computer vision where both the semantic and
syntactic representations are encoded in a fixed size continuous latent space and learned in a fully unsupervised setting.
To this end, the successful candidate will explore generative losses for disentangled representation learning and propose
neural architectures specifically developed for text generation in this setting.
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Missions
• review the literature on learning disentangled latent space with VAEs;
• reproduce the experiments from [3, 8] with a transformer architecture instead of recurrent networks;
• explore VAE losses for learning disantangled representations;
• propose transformer architectures that isolates structural information from semantic information (e.g. distance, see
Section 3 in [9]);
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